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Generation of Bivariate Uniform Data and its Relation to Bivariate Binary Data

Description

This package implements the algorithms described in Demirtas (2014) for generation of bivariate uniform data with coverage on the whole feasible correlation range and its relationship to bivariate binary data. Two functions for simulation of bivariate uniform data are provided: genbivunif.a simulates bivariate uniform data via \( g(u) \sim \text{Beta}(a,1) \) and a specified correlation (the tetrachoric correlation, which is referred to as rho), and genbivunif.t simulates bivariate uniform data via \( g(u) \sim \text{Beta}(1-t,1+t) \) and a specified correlation rho.

The computations based on the relationship between bivariate uniform data and binary data are implemented in rho2delta and delta2rho. In rho2delta, bivariate uniform data are simulated given a sample size and correlation rho. The data are then dichotomized based on the given expected values for binary data, and an empirical and algorithmic correlation of the binary data (the phi coefficient, which is referred to as delta) are provided. In delta2rho, algorithmic rho is calculated given a specified delta. Bivariate uniform data are simulated based on the calculated algorithmic rho. The uniform data are dichotomized based on the given expected values for binary data, and an empirical and algorithmic correlation of the binary data are provided. Before any computations, the specified delta is compared to the lower and upper correlation bounds for the two binary variables using the generate, sort and correlate (GSC) algorithm in Demirtas and Hedeker (2011).
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Description

This function calculates algorithmic rho given delta, simulates bivariate uniform data with the calculated rho using `genbivunif.a`, dichotomizes the data based on p1 and p2 to generate bivariate binary data, and calculates the algorithmic and empirical correlation (delta) of the bivariate binary data as described in Demirtas (2014).

Usage

delta2rho(N=10000, p1, p2, delta, print.cor=TRUE)

Arguments

N The sample size for the data to be simulated. Default is 10,000.
p1 The expected value of the first binary variable w1.
p2 The expected value of the second binary variable w2.
delta Theoretical correlation for the bivariate binary data to be simulated.
print.cor Option to print correlation results. Default is TRUE.

Value

A list of length 5 containing simulated bivariate uniform data, binary data derived from dichotomizing the uniform data, correlation of the binary data specified by the user, empirical correlation of the binary data, and algorithmic correlation of the uniform data, titled unif.dat, bin.dat, specified.delta, empirical.delta, and algorithmic.rho, respectively.

See Also

genbivunif.a

Examples

```r
set.seed(147)
res.d2r<-delta2rho(N=10000, p1=0.4, p2=0.7, delta=0.5)
#"Specified delta is 0.5, empirical delta is 0.488197, and algorithmic rho is 0.909093."
```
Simulating Bivariate Uniform Data via Beta(a,1)

Description
This function simulates bivariate uniform data via Beta(a,1) and a specified correlation (rho) as described in Demirtas (2014).

Usage
`genbivunif.a(N=10000, rho, print.cor=TRUE)`

Arguments
- `N`: The sample size for the bivariate uniform data to be simulated. Default is 10,000.
- `rho`: Theoretical correlation for the uniform data to be simulated.
- `print.cor`: Option to print correlation results. Default is TRUE.

Value
A list of length 3 containing the simulated bivariate uniform data, the theoretical correlation specified by the user, and the empirical correlation of the simulated data titled unif.dat, specified.rho, and empirical.rho, respectively.

See Also
`rho2delta`

Examples
```r
set.seed(98732)
res.gena<-genbivunif.a(N=10000, rho=0.9)
#"Specified rho is 0.9 and empirical rho is 0.898361."
```

Simulating Bivariate Uniform Data via Beta(1-t,1+t)

Description
This function simulates bivariate uniform data via Beta(1-t,1+t) and a specified correlation (rho) as described in Demirtas (2014).

Usage
`genbivunif.t(N=10000, rho, print.cor=TRUE)`
Arguments

N  The sample size for the bivariate uniform data to be simulated. Default is 10,000.
 rho Theoretical correlation for the uniform data to be simulated.
 print.cor Option to print correlation results. Default is TRUE.

Value

A list of length 3 containing the simulated bivariate uniform data, the theoretical correlation specified by the user, and the empirical correlation of the simulated data titled unif.dat, specified.rho, and empirical.rho, respectively.

Examples

set.seed(567)
res.gent<-genbivunif.t(N=10000, rho=0.9)
"Specified rho is 0.9 and empirical rho is 0.897883."

rho2delta  Bivariate Uniform Data and its Connection to Bivariate Binary Data

Description

This function simulates bivariate uniform data with the given correlation (rho) using genbivunif.a, dichotomizes the data based on p1 and p2 to generate bivariate binary data, and calculates the algorithmic and empirical correlation (delta) of the bivariate binary data as described in Demirtas (2014).

Usage

rho2delta(N=10000, p1, p2, rho, print.cor=TRUE)

Arguments

N  The sample size for the data to be simulated. Default is 10,000.
 p1 The expected value of the first variable w1 to be dichotomized.
 p2 The expected value of the second variable w2 to be dichotomized.
 rho Theoretical correlation for the bivariate uniform data to be simulated.
 print.cor Option to print correlation results. Default is TRUE.

Value

A list of length 5 containing simulated bivariate uniform data, binary data derived from dichotomizing the uniform data, theoretical correlation specified by the user, algorithmic correlation of the binary data, and the empirical correlation of the binary data, titled unif.dat, bin.dat, specified.rho, algorithmic.delta, and empirical.delta, respectively.
See Also

genbivunif.a

Examples

```r
set.seed(234)
res.r2d<-rho2delta(N=10000, p1=0.4, p2=0.7, rho=0.7)
#"Algorithmic delta is 0.393887 and empirical delta is 0.395547."
```
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